Clayton SCC Meeting Minutes
3/8/2022 7 – 7:25 am, online

Open Meeting.

Attendees: Adrian Bancroft, Amanda Funai, Caroline Moreno, Aimee Burrows, Anena Gardner, Marcy Jenkins, Melissa Ford, Cameron Hanarvar, Dallin Miller

Welcome to Clayton SCC Meeting. Aimee Burrows is conducting the meeting.

Agenda:

Minutes from previous meeting (Feb) are approved unanimously. Motion to approve: Adrian Bancroft
Seconded: Caroline Moreno

No PTA report this month (they didn’t meet)

Adrian Bancroft gave the SIC report based on meeting from last week.

- Brief meeting this month. Only agenda was to talk about and approve adoption of the online school program at Clayton.
- Caroline – is it Clayton teachers who are doing that? Adrian – current model is there are a couple teachers at Clayton and a couple scattered at other schools that are supervising classes. Content was created by someone else and students enrolled at the online school are enrolled at whatever their home school is and are working through curriculum at own pace and speed. Teachers are there for help, support, grades, etc. That model isn’t working really well – students were either very acceptable or not acceptable at all (A or F). The redesign will be quite a bit different. Anyone who is enrolled in the online school will be a Clayton student. Will build into master schedule time for teachers to actually teach the class. Will be synchronous instruction developed by the Clayton teacher. Hope the students and school will have more connectivity with live content developed by teachers and students will learn better. Will start next school year.
- Caroline – any impact on students in the classroom (larger classes, for example). Adrian – no, not expecting that. We are already down in numbers (about 100), so we are expecting there to not be an impact. Anticipating will gain 60-70 kids through the online school.

Anena Gardner gave the counselor report.

- Finished elementary visits in Feb. Went to all schools twice and now course selections are made.
- 5 small groups running (about 40 kids). 2 Voices, 2 mindfulness, 1 done by well-being team for Anxiety.
• Forms have been sent out to parents for referrals; only about 6 responses. Lots of referrals from team, teachers, and students themselves.
• Counseling – had some slots open, but they all filled out.
• Next big project – state-mandated assessment; series of surveys to know what stakeholders want counselors to focus on. 3 years ago – needed more mental health support, so they have been focusing on it. There is a parent survey, going out via email (some took in person at Liberty). Students will be taking it (but have to had parent permission slip) (kids who have Health or CCA will be taking it, or you can ask your teacher to take it). Teachers also take a survey.
• Caroline – really happy about what is covered in Health. Very worthwhile topics. Adrian will pass that along to Ms Hazelwood.

Adrian Bancroft gave the principal report.

• Just wrapped up parent/teacher conferences. One night in person at Liberty Elementary. Turnout was good. Steady but not overwhelming. Teachers got to see a lot of parents that they wanted to. Spending time at a feeder school is helpful and lets us see more of that side of our community and see people we wouldn’t normally be able to see.
• Craziness of the play is going on. Kids will be tired, but they are learning a lot.
• Trust Lands Plan (2022-2023) – not a lot of change from last plan since that worked well last year. Only one change from last year’s plan. We have removed the Social Emotional Learning goal because of a mandate that we have to do next year that will address that piece anyways. Took the money allocated to that and added into other goals from last year’s plan. Either hire an interventionist or have a few teachers paid extra to work on reading interventions for students who are identified as reading below grade level based on the reading inventory and then track them based on individual and small groups. Data showed significant growth with that sub-group of kids, so we want to continue that for this school year as well. We’ll have a new group of kids (as well as continuing 8th graders).
• All approve the plan.
• Adrian will get it into the system by end of day today.

• Cameron question – with Clayton being the online school, will that help with teacher numbers? Adrian – the allocation of teachers we were given for next year was down 2. By adopting online school, we were able to gain those 2 back. So, we should not have to get rid of any current staff.

Motion to end – Adrian Second – Cameron

Meeting adjourned.